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(57) ABSTRACT 

An attaching device for removably attaching various types of 
display objects to a hat. The attaching device has a fastener for 
engaging with the display object and a spring member for 
retaining the fastener therein and attaching to a button of the 
hat. The fastener is in the form of a plastic ring with a plurality 
of tabs projecting from a bottom rim thereof. The spring 
member has an upper spring portion, a lower spring portion 
and a joint spring portion connecting the upper and lower 
spring portions. The upper spring portion has an inner perim 
eter Substantially the same as the maximum radial extent of 
the tabs, such that the plastic ring can be inserted therein. A 
plurality of protrusions is formed to extend inwardly from the 
inner perimeter of the upper spring portion. The protrusions 
are outline with a profile mating that of the tabs, such that the 
plastic ring can be secured interlocked with the spring mem 
ber. The lower spring portion has an open end split into two 
parallel leaves, such that, by bending the joint spring to open 
the space between the upper and lower spring portions, the 
spring member can slide towards the button to receive the 
button within the space between the upper and lower spring 
portions. 

7 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

REMOVABLE HAT ACCESSORY 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This invention is a continuation-in-part of an earlier filed 
application Ser. No. 1 1/145,882, entitled “Removable Hat 
Accessory” filed Jun. 6, 2005, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,389,567 
which is a continuation-in-part of an earlier filed application 
Ser. No. 10/645,368, entitled “Removable Hat Accessory” 
filed Aug. 21, 2003, now U.S. Pat. No. 7.350.274, the disclo 
sures of which are expressly incorporated herein by refer 
CCC. 

STATEMENT RE: FEDERALLY SPONSORED 
RESEARCHADEVELOPMENT 

Not Applicable 

BACKGROUND 

The invention relates in general to hat accessories, and 
more particularly, to an attaching device allowing various 
types of display or ornamental object to be removably 
attached to a button found on conventional hats/caps. 

In order to make the hats more visually appealing for 
various reasons such as displaying promotions and comedic 
effect, many hats, especially baseball-style caps, typically 
include a central button at their apex. The central button 
provides convenient means of attaching various accessories 
to the hat. 
Many products have been designed to attach accessories to 

the button on top of a hat or a cap. For instances, in U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,530,970, Knutson discloses a display object attached to 
a spring. By rotation and pressing the spring against the hat 
button, one or more of the spring coils advances past the 
button and restores its original dimension underneath the 
button. As such, interference between the button and the 
bottom coils of the spring secures the device to the hat. 

Also, in U.S. Pat. No. 5,070,546, Stazo discloses a device 
with a thin-walled bottom member that includes a hole with 
slits or slots radially extending therefrom. The slits or slots 
allow the portion of the bottom member surrounding the hole 
to deform when pushing the button into the hole. Such defor 
mation allows the button to advance past the bottom member, 
and then the bottom member returns to its original shape. 
Thus, interference between the bottom member and the but 
ton secures the device to the hat. Both the Knutson and Stazo 
patents disclose objects that can be removably attached to the 
button of a hat/cap due to interference between the button and 
the patented device itself. However, as both Knutson and 
Stazo requiremembers that locally flex in order to achieve an 
interference fit, repeated attachment and removal of the 
device, that is, repeated flexure can eventually lead to failure 
of the devices. For instance, since the same coil spring of the 
Knutson device must cyclically flex during attachment and 
removal, repeatedly attaching and detaching the device can 
cause the coil to permanently deform to an extent that the 
diameter of the coil is larger than the diameter of the button. 
Likewise, repeated attachment and detachment of the Stazo 
device can eventually fracture the portion of the bottom mem 
ber. In both cases, a secure interference fit between the respec 
tive devices is compromised. 

Therefore, there exists a substantially need in the art for a 
hat/cap accessory that can be easily and repeatedly attached 
to and removed from a button of the cap by more reliable 
attaching/detaching mechanism. 
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2 
BRIEF SUMMARY 

A removable hat attaching device is provided for remov 
ably attaching various types of objects to a hat. The attaching 
device includes a fastener for holding the display object and a 
spring member for retaining the fastener therein and to attach 
to a button of a cap or a hat. In one embodiment, the fastener 
is in the form of a plastic ring to be embedded engaged with 
a bottom portion of the display object. Various fastening or 
locking means can be used to secure the attachment between 
the plastic ring and the display object. For example, a plural 
ity of fins may be formed to project from a top rim of the 
plastic ring, and the display object may includes a recessed 
bottom portion and a plurality of mating slots formed on the 
sidewall of recessed bottom portion. By engaging the projec 
tion fins with the slots, the display object can thus be detach 
ably interlocked with each other. Other fastening mechanism 
Such as frictional fit or interlocking structure can also be used. 
When a permanent attachment is preferred, glue or other 
adhesive can be used between the fastener and the display 
object. 
As mentioned above, the attaching device further com 

prises a spring member formed to attach to the button of the 
hat. The spring member preferably includes an upper spring 
portion in the form of a ring for retaining the fastener therein 
and a lower spring portion having a proximal end connected 
to the upper spring. In one embodiment, the fastener includes 
a plurality of tabs radially projecting from a bottom rim of the 
plastic ring. Each of the tabs is configured with a centrally 
recessed profile. The upper spring portion has an inner perim 
eter larger than the outer perimeter of the plastic ring. A 
plurality of protrusions is formed to extend inwardly from the 
inner perimeter of the upper. The protrusions are preferably 
configured with a profile formating with the tabs. Therefore, 
when the fastening ring is inserted within the upper spring, 
the engagement between the tabs and the protrusions pro 
vides a secure attaching between the fastener and the spring 
member. The fastener further comprises a flange encircling 
the fastening ring about a bottom rim thereof. The flange 
extends from the bottom rims of the tabs and thus connected 
to the bottom rim of the fastening ring thereby. The inner 
perimeter of the upper spring portion is preferably smaller 
than the perimeter of the flange, such that the fasteneris firmly 
secured to the hat when the spring member is attached to the 
button of the hat. 
The upper spring portion and the lower spring portion are 

connected to each other by a joint spring portion. Preferably, 
the distal end of the lower spring portion is in the form of a 
two-leaf spring. The leaves are parallel to each other and 
operative to extend through the bottom side of the button of 
the hat through two opposing sides thereof. The distal ends of 
the leaves are preferably curved upwardly to avoid loose 
attachment. To attach the hat accessory to the hat, the leaves 
of the lower spring portion are positioned at two opposing 
sides of the button and subsequently slid towards the button. 
To accommodate the button between the upper spring portion 
and the lower spring portion, the joint spring portion is 
slightly bent or flexed to enlarge the space between the upper 
spring portion and the lower spring portion. When the button 
is positioned within the fastening ring, the joint spring portion 
is released to return to its original position, so as to allow the 
spring force to properly hold the button between the upper 
and lower spring portions. 

In one embodiment, the spring member can be used as an 
attaching device directly for removable attaching a display 
object to the button of the hat. Similarly, the spring member 
includes an upper spring portion, a lower spring portion, and 
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a joint spring portion to connect the upper spring portion and 
the lower spring portion. The lower spring portion has one 
distal end in the form of two parallel leaves to extend under 
neath the button of the hat until the button is aligned under the 
space defined by the upper spring portion and the lower spring 
portion and one proximal end connected to the upper spring 
portion via the joint spring portion. Preferably, without the 
application of any external force, the space between the upper 
spring portion and the lower spring portion is Substantially the 
same or slightly smaller than the height of the button. There 
fore, to allow the lower spring portion to slide through the 
button from underneath, the joint spring portion is slightly 
bent or flexed to enlarge the space. When the button is 
received within space, the joint spring portion is released, and 
the restoration force exerted from upper and lower spring 
portions will press against the button within the space. There 
fore, the spring member is prevented from sliding away from 
the button of the hat. 

The display object to be attached to the hat includes a slot 
recessed from at a bottom surface thereof for receiving at least 
the upper spring portion of the spring member therein. Pref 
erably, the display object can be split into two lateral mating 
parts each having a bottom surface configured to form half of 
the slot. Therefore, by aligning the half slots with two oppos 
ing sides of the upper spring portion and approaching the 
lateral portions towards each other, the upper spring portion is 
embedded within the display object. To provide a more stable 
and secure attachment between the display object and the 
spring member, the slot is configured to receive both the upper 
spring portion and the joint spring portion of the spring mem 
ber. Interlocking means such as projecting posts and mating 
sleeves can be formed at the interior of the respect lateral 
portions, so as to ensure the integrity of the display object and 
to secure the attachment between the display object and the 
spring member. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other features and advantages of the various 
embodiments disclosed herein will be better understood with 
respect to the following description and drawings, in which 
like numbers refer to like parts throughout, and in which: 

FIG. 1 shows a top view attaching device for removably 
attaching an object to a button of a hat; 

FIG. 2 shows a side view of the attaching device; 
FIGS. 3-6 shows various views of a fastener of the attach 

ing device as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2: 
FIGS. 7-9 shows various views of a spring member of the 

attaching device; 
FIG. 10 shows a modification of the spring member; 
FIG. 11 shows the application of the modified spring mem 

ber as an attaching device for attaching an object to a hat, and 
FIG. 12 shows an interior structure of the object as shown 

in FIG. 11. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

An attaching device for removably attaching a display 
object to a button of a hat or a cap is provided, and various 
views an exemplary attaching device and various parts 
thereofare illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 9. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 
2, the attaching device 10 for removably attaching a display 
object (schematically indicated by phantom lines in FIG. 2) to 
a button of a hat includes a fastener 12 and a spring member 
14. As shown in FIGS. 3-6, the fastener 12 is in the form of a 
plastic ring 200 with a predetermined height, a plurality of 
fins 202 projecting radially from a top rim of the plastic ring 
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4 
200, and a plurality of tabs 204 extending from a bottom rim 
of the plastic ring 200. Preferably, the tabs 204 are formed 
under the spaces between adjacent fins 202; and therefore, the 
fins 202 and the tabs 204 alternatively and radially protrude 
from the top rim and the bottom rim of the plastic ring 200 
along the outer perimeter of the plastic ring 200. In one 
embodiment, the central portions of tabs 204 are recessed to 
result in a fork-like cross section with two split tips 204a as 
shown in FIGS. 3-4. The fastener 12 further comprises a 
flange 206 extending about a bottom rim of the plastic ring 
200. The flange 206 extends from the split tips 204a of the 
tabs 204 and connected the plastic ring 200 via the tabs 204. 
As shown in the top view of FIG. 4, the radial extent of the 
projection fins 202 is substantially the same as that of the tips 
204a of the tabs 204. 

Preferably, the spring member 14 is made by folding a flat 
spring sheet 40 as shown in FIG.9. The flat spring sheet 40 is 
configured into three continuous portions, a flat annular ring, 
a neck joint, and a U-shape structure. The flat spring sheet 40 
is then folded to bring the flat annular ring to overlay with the 
U-shapestructure. As shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, the flat annular 
ring is defined as the upper spring 400, the U-shape structure 
defined as the lower spring 402, and the neck is defined as the 
joint spring 404 extending perpendicularly to connect the 
upper spring 400 and the lower spring 402. As shown, the 
upper spring 402 further includes a plurality of protrusions 
404 extending inwardly from an inner perimeter thereof. As 
shown in FIG. 1, the protrusions 404 are outlined with a 
profile for mating the tabs 204, so as to interlock the spring 
member 14 with the fastener 12. Therefore, the inner diameter 
of the upper spring 400 is Substantially the same as the maxi 
mum radial extent of the tabs 204. Further, as the flange 206 
radially extends over the inner perimeter of the upper spring 
400, and the outer perimeter of the upper spring 400 is larger 
than that of the flange 206, the fastener 12 can thus be pre 
vented from slipping through the upper ring 400 of the spring 
member 14. 
The lower spring 402 has a proximal end connected to the 

upper spring 400 via the joint spring 406 and a distal end split 
into two parallel leaves 408. The open ends of the leaves 408 
are curved upwardly to avoid an object to slide through. 
Therefore, when the lower spring member 406 is slid through 
underneath the button 12, the button 12 on the lower spring 
402 is prevented from sliding away from the spring member 
14. In addition, as shown in FIGS. 7-9, the joint spring 406 
includes two ridges 406.a formed thereon to increase the 
spring strength thereof. 

In one embodiment, the fastener 12 is partially embedded 
within a bottom portion of a display object. Preferably, the 
display object has an opening extending axially from the 
bottom thereof. Mating slots can be formed on the inner 
sidewall of the display object for interlocking with the fins 
202 formed at the top form of the plastic ring 200. The display 
object may also be designed with a bottom edge operative to 
press or snap fit with the fastener 12. When the mechanical 
interlocking or fastening structures are unavailable, or when a 
permanent attachment between the display object and the 
fastener 12 is desired, glue or adhesive can be used to adhere 
the display object with the fastener 12. When the display 
object is securely attached to the fastener 12, the leaves 408 of 
the lower spring 402 are slid manually under the button 12 
along two opposing sides thereof. Typically, the vertical dis 
tance between the upper spring 400 and the lower spring 402 
is slightly smaller than the height of the button. Therefore, the 
joint spring 404 is forced to flex until the vertical extent space 
between the upper spring member 400 and the lower spring 
402 is large enough allowing the button to be received therein. 
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When the lower spring member 400 is slid to a position that 
the button is aligned with the opening of the plastic ring 200, 
the excessive height of the button is received within the open 
ing of the display object. Therefore, the joint spring 406 is 
released to its original position to restores the original vertical 
distance of the space. As the tips 408a of the lower spring 402 
are curved upwardly, plus that a portion of the button is 
received within the opening of the display object, the attach 
ing device 10 is securely engaged with the button. In the 
condition that the display object does not have an opening or 
only has shallow opening, when the button is aligned and 
received within the plastic ring 200, release of the joint spring 
406 cause the upper spring 400 and the lower spring 402 
exerting a force against each other to restore the original 
vertical distance. As the height of the button is larger then the 
original vertical distance, the button is continuously secured 
between the upper spring 400 and the lower spring 402 by the 
restoration force exerted thereby. 

FIG. 10 shows a modification of the spring member 14. As 
shown in FIG. 14, the modified spring 14a includes an upper 
spring portion 600, a lower spring portion 602, and a joint 
spring portion 604. In this embodiment, the upper spring 
portion 600 is configured into a flat tab to be engaged with a 
display object 18 (as shown in FIGS. 11 and 12). The lower 
spring portion 602 has a proximal end extending from the 
bottom end of joint spring portion 604 and a distal end split 
into two parallel arms or leaves 608. The vertical extent of the 
space between the upper spring portion 600 and the lower 
spring portion 602 is Substantially the same, or slightly 
smaller than the height of the button of the hat, and the lower 
spring portion 602 extend longer and wider than the upper 
spring portion 600. Similarly, ridges 606 are preferably 
formed and extending vertically on the joint spring portion 
604 for increasing the spring strength. Therefore, to attach the 
spring member 14a to the button of the hat, the split leaves 
608 are position at two sides of the button, the joint spring 
portion 604 is bent to open up the space between the upper 
spring portion 600 and the lower spring portion 602, such that 
the spring member 14a can slide towards the button with the 
upper and lower spring portions 600 and 602 moving above 
and under the button, respectively, until the button is totally 
covered by the upper spring portion 600. The joint spring 
portion 604 is then released to exert a force restoring the 
original positions of upper and lower spring portions 600 and 
602. However, as the space between the original positions of 
the upper spring portion 600 and the lower spring portion 602 
is no larger than the height of the button, the restoration force 
will be continuously exerted to press the upper spring portion 
600 and lower spring portion 602 against the button sand 
wiched therein. Thereby, a secure attachment between the 
spring member 14a and the hat button is obtained. 
As shown in FIG. 11, the modified spring member 14a can 

be used to directly engage with a display object 11 and attach 
the display object to a button of a hat. The display object 11 
includes two mating parts 110a and 110b laterally detachable 
from each other. In this embodiment, the mating parts 110a 
and 110b are in the form of two symmetric shells each having 
a substantially flat side surface 112a and 112b and a periph 
eral surface 114a and 114b extending perpendicularly from 
the edge of the side surface 110a and 110b and terminated 
with an open rims 116a and 116b, respectively. To engage 
with the spring member 14a, the bottom portions of the 
peripheral surfaces 114a and 114b are configured to form a 
pair of slots 118a and 118b for receiving the at least the upper 
spring portion 600 of the spring member 14a therein. Prefer 
ably, the slots 118a and 118b are configured to receive both 
the upper spring portion 600 and the joint spring portion 606 
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6 
therein, Such that the spring member 14 can be securely 
embedded within the display object 11. As the joint spring 
portion 606 is connected to the lower spring portion 604, each 
of the slots 118a and 118b terminated with at least one open 
end. 

In the embodiment as shown in FIGS. 11 and 12, the 
bottom portions of the peripheral side surfaces 114a and 114b 
are constructed by two segments with the distal ends extend 
ing from two opposing ends of the display object 11, and the 
proximal ends bent and overlapped with each other to form 
the slot 118a and 118b for receiving the upper and joint spring 
portions 600 and 606. 

Thus designed, the spring member 14a can be embedded 
within the display object 11 by aligning the slots 118a and 
118b with the upper and joint spring portions 400 and 406, 
followed by laterally approaching the mating parts 110a and 
110b towards the spring member 14a. As shown in FIG. 11 
and 12, fastening or latching means such as a plurality of 
protruding posts 120a and a plurality of mating sleeves 120b 
can be formed on the interior side of the side surfaces 112a 
and 112b, respectively. 
The above description is given by way of example, and not 

limitation. Given the above disclosure, one skilled in the art 
could devise variations that are within the scope and spirit of 
the invention disclosed herein, including various ways of 
attaching the attaching device to the display object. Further, 
the various features of the embodiments disclosed herein can 
be used alone, or in varying combinations with each other and 
are not intended to be limited to the specific combination 
described herein. Thus, the scope of the claims is not to be 
limited by the illustrated embodiments. 

What is claimed is: 

1. A hat accessory, comprising: 
a spring member, comprising: 

an upper spring portion defining first and second por 
tions; 

a lower spring portion underlying the upper spring por 
tion, wherein the lower spring portion has one end 
split into two parallel leaves and the other end con 
nected to the upper spring portion; and 

a joint spring portion for connecting the other end of the 
lower spring portion to one end of the upper spring 
portion; and 

a display object comprising first and second mating parts 
detachable from each other, wherein the first mating part 
has a first bottom portion defining a first slot, the second 
mating part has a second bottom portion defining a sec 
ond slot, the first and second slots of the first and second 
mating parts simultaneously receiving first and second 
portions of the upper spring portion for embedding the 
upper spring portion of the spring member to the display 
object. 

2. The hat accessory of claim 1, wherein each of the mating 
parts further comprises a side Surface and a plurality of latch 
ing structures protruding from an interior side of the side 
Surface. 

3. The hat accessory of claim 2, wherein the latching struc 
tures includes a plurality of protruding posts formed in one of 
themating parts and a plurality of receiving sleeves formed in 
the other mating parts. 
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4. The hat accessory of claim 1 wherein the first and second and second slots of the first and second mating parts to miti 
portions of the upper spring portion has a generally flat con- gate against movement of the spring member and the display 
figuration. object during use. 

5. The hat accessory of claim 4 wherein the upper spring 7. The hat accessory of claim 1 wherein the upper spring 
portion is generally parallel to the lower spring portion. 5 portion is disposed directly above the lower spring portion. 

6. The hat accessory of claim 1 wherein the first and second 
portions of the upper spring portion fits Snugly within the first k . . . . 


